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JACQUI HEINRICH: John, on the Department of Energy’s findings, the lab leak most likely
caused the pandemic. How should Americans respo — how should Americans understand
China’s response here, saying that this is politically motivated, it’s a lie, there’s no science to
back it, and swatting down this information?

JOHN KIRBY: Well, I can’t speak for the Chinese, and I wouldn’t endeavor to do that, but just
let me back up a little bit. The President made trying to find the origins of COVID a priority right
when he came into office. And he’s got a whole-of-government effort designed to do that. There
is not a consensus right now in the U.S. government about exactly how COVID started. There is
just not an intelligence community consensus and, I would add, one of the things the President
did was he — he’s the one who tasked the National Labs, which report up through the
Department of Energy, to study this as well. So, it wasn’t just an effort that was confined to the
intelligence community. That work is still ongoing, but the President believes it’s really
important that we continue that work and that we find out, as best we can, how it started so that
we can better prevent a future pandemic. I mean, it’s — that’s — the idea here is to get ahead of
it so that, you know, should there be another one or should there even be the signs of another
one, we can better get ahead of it.

HEINRICH: China, though, is pretty clearly accusing the Biden administration of smearing them
and trying to say that this is baseless, people shouldn’t believe it, and it’s a politically motivated
attack.

KIRBY: I’m not going to get ahead of where we are in the process, Jacqui. We — the
intelligence community and the rest of the government is still looking at this. There’s not been a
definitive conclusion, so it’s difficult for me to say, nor should I feel like I should have to defend
press reporting about a possible preliminary indication here. What the President wants is facts.
He wants the whole government designed to go get those facts, and that’s what we’re doing. And
we’re just not there yet. And when we’re there yet and if we have something that is — is ready to
be briefed to the American people and the Congress, then we’re going to do that.

HEINRICH: How would the President respond to China, though, if it’s determined that they lied
about all this and now we’re trying to paint the administration as — in such a negative light?
How will he respond to Xi and —

KIRBY: Well, let’s not get ahead of where we are in the process right now. There is not a
consensus on what caused COVID to start. The President wants to understand that so we can
prevent better future pandemics. He’s made that a priority and I just don’t — we don’t have an
answer to speak to, and I certainly — so, given that we don’t have a consensus, it would be
foolish for me to get out ahead of speculation on hypothetical situations to come. We just aren’t
there yet.



(....)

2:53:58 p.m.
1 minute and 5 seconds

RACHEL SCOTT: Mr. Kirby, on the Energy Department’s assessment, should the evidence that
the department is basing this assessment on be shared with the American people?

KIRBY: As I said, if we have something that we believe can be reported to the Congress and to
the American people that we’re confident in, we will absolutely do that.

SCOTT: You said that, right now, there is not a consensus. Will there ever be a definitive answer
from the Biden administration on the origins of COVID-19? And how much of that is dependent
on cooperation from China?

KIRBY: We really do want to know what happened here because the President wants to make
sure that we’re postured to prevent any future pandemics — or if not prevent them, to be able to
get farther along ahead of them. So we’re working very hard to understand this as best we can.
Again, there’s just no consensus across the government. The work continues. And I’m not going
to get ahead of conclusions that haven’t been arrived at yet.

SCOTT: Just one last quick follow-up. Who is — what agency is taking the lead on this?

KIRBY: This is a whole-of-government effort and, clearly, here at the National Security Council
— I mean, we’re running the interagency process on this, but it’s a whole-of-government effort.

(....)

2:56:00 p.m.
39 seconds

CHRIS MEGERIAN: What caused DOE to shift its assessment? And was the President himself
briefed on that shift?

KIRBY: Again, I’m not going to confirm the press reporting. I’d refer you to DOE, but I’m not
going to confirm the press reporting that was out there.

MEGERIAN: And was the President briefed on this?

KIRBY: The President has stayed informed throughout this entire process of a
whole-of-government effort to try to get at the at the roots and the origins of COVID.

MEGERIAN: But was he briefed on the DOE —

KIRBY: The President has been kept informed and kept apprised and he’s been — and he’s —



you know, he’s actively wanted to know what we know every step along the way.

MEGERIAN: Okay, so not quite sure there. So going —

KIRBY: I didn’t say that. I said the President has kept informed.

MEGERIAN: — well, I don’t know from your answer whether or not he was briefed on it.

KIRBY: I ans — I —

MEGERIAN: Okay.

KIRBY: I got it.

(....)

2:57:12 p.m.
1 minute and 17 seconds

WEIJIA JIANG: To follow on the lab leak theory: Back in October 2021, it was also the case that
there was no consensus from the intelligence community, you know, where COVID came from.
Without revealing sensitive information, has the IC gathered new information, new intelligence,
since then that might have led DOE to draw a different conclusion?

KIRBY: We — again, without confirming the press reporting on the Department of Energy’s
work here — and the context for them is that they run the National Labs, and the President
wanted the National Labs involved. Again, a whole-of-government effort. The work is still
ongoing. There hasn’t been a final conclusion arrived at here. And not everyone in the
intelligence community or across the government necessarily has come to a consensus view here
on how it started, but I want to go back to what I said before, and that’s that — that we — the
President believes it’s important to know so that we can better prevent future pandemics and
obviously, regardless of what — what the source is, it’s important for people to know that
scientific research can still occur — needs to occur in a safe and secure manner.

(....)

3:00:44 p.m.
1 minute and 46 seconds

PHILIP WEGMANN: [H]as President Biden asked or does he plan to ask President Xi to
cooperate and to — cooperate with investigations into the origins of the virus? Or at this point,
does the administration believe that cooperation will not come from China?

KIRBY: We’ve — we have — we have consistently made it clear that we want China’s full
cooperation in a full, transparent way with the investigations into COVID, including when he met



with President Xi in Bali just a couple of months ago.

WEGMANN: And then, without weighing in one way or the other on origin of the virus —
you’ve made clear that there’s no consensus — does the President believe, though, that the
reward outweighs the risk when it comes to gain-of-function research?

KIRBY: Does the reward outweigh the risk when it —

WEGMANN: Does it —

KIRBY: — comes to gain-of- —

WEGMANN: Does he think that that type of research is —

KIRBY: I got a history degree. You’re going to have to — say that again.

WEGMANN: — does the President believe that this type of gain-of-function research is prudent?

KIRBY: He believes that it’s important to help prevent future pandemics, which means he
understands that there has to be legitimate scientific research into the sources — or potential
sources — of pandemics so that we understand it so that we can prevent them and we — prevent
them from happening, obviously, but he also believes — and this is why he wants the
whole-of-government effort here to understand it — that that research has to be done. It must be
done in a safe and secure manner as — and as transparent as possible to the rest of the world so
that — so people know what’s going on. So, I think that’s a fancy way of saying “yes.”

(....)

3:19:43 p.m.
2 minutes and 59 seconds

PHIL MATTINGLY: [T]o just go back to the DOE assessment, since I didn’t get a swing at
Kirby. Without asking specifically about that, but just more of the tempo and rhythm of things, I
think the surprise was that it just kind of popped in the last 48 hours. This has been an
all-of-government effort. It’s been across agencies. Can you give us a sense of how this is
actually working in terms of, you know, what the timelines are? What kind of effort is going in
on a day-to-day, week-to-week, month-to-month basis as to why this would happen now, why
there would be an update now?

KARINE JEAN-PIERRE: So, I can’t speak to — again, and Kirby was — the Admiral was
trying to be very clear here; he didn’t want to confirm the story or speak to the story. I mean,
what I can say, and I would just lean into what the National Security Advisor said yesterday on
many of your networks. He did a bit of a round-robin yesterday on the Sunday shows. This is
Jake Sullivan. Look, you know, this is something that the President takes very seriously. He
directed, repeatedly, his intelligence community to put efforts and resources behind getting to the



bottom of the origins — the origins of COVID — COVID-19 and so, you know, he was — he —
he doubled down on that and, like I said, redirected his intelligence community. And that’s what
you’re seeing. But, again, there’s not a consensus here. We’re still going through the process and
as we are getting briefed and updated — the President is — we’ll certainly share that with
Congress and the American people, but he believes — the President believes that it is important
that we get to the bottom of this, especially as we need to prepare for who knows — who knows
what the future may hold. Don’t want to get into hypotheticals from here. But we need to be
prepared for the — potentially another pandemic and so, again, we’ve taken this very seriously.
The President has. We need to get to the bottom of what occurred. [TO GARRISON] Go ahead,
Joey.

JOEY GARRISON: Yeah. Thank you. Following up on that, are there any plans for the
administration to release an unclassified version of the Energy Department’s origins — COVID
origin report? And if not, why is the administration choosing to keep that assessment classified?

JEAN-PIERRE: So, again, I’m going to just repeat my National Security Council colleague who
said that he doesn’t — don’t want to get ahead of — or, you know, don’t want to confirm a story.
So I’m not — certainly not going to answer that from here. What I can tell you and reiterate from
here — as he has said, as the National Security Advisor has said many times on — on the
airwaves yesterday — which is that the President wants to get to the bottom of this because he
thinks it’s incredibly important to figure out, to get a sense of where COVID-19 originated from.

GARRISON: So does the administration first need to find a consensus before releasing some of
these assessments? Or, you know, why not put out what — everything that you’ve found so far?

JEAN-PIERRE: Well, I think it’s basically what we’ve been saying. There has been no
consensus, so I think they’re working through that. The intelligence community is working
through — through getting to the bottom of this, as the President has directed and as the
President wants to see. I’m certainly not going to get into — ahead of their process.

(....)

3:37:00 p.m.
3 minutes and 35 seconds

HEINRICH: Just one more on the lab leak news from the Department of Energy. With all of this
information coming out — and obviously the President had ordered a multi-agency effort that
included the Department of Energy to try to, you know, get at the origins question. But looking,
you know, with hindsight 20/20 and now these conclusions coming out from parts of this
administration, was it prudent to have, at the time, some administration officials voicing support
for one origins theory over another, like Dr. Fauci did at a couple — in a couple of instances. He
said, you know, “My belief is that it’s most likely natural transmission.” Dr. Collins, at one point,
sent an e-mail to Dr. Fauci that was discussing the lab leak theory as a conspiracy theory, so
given where we’re at now, looking backward and with respect to how we talk about these things
if it ever happens in the future, is it — is it prudent to have members within the administration



voicing support for one theory over another if there isn’t a consensus of that?

JEAN-PIERRE: So, I do want to speak to Dr. Fauci, because the political attacks on someone
like Dr. Fauci, who — and public officials more broadly, but Dr. Fauci who has spent his career
saving lives and — you know, whether it was the AIDS epidemic or, as we have just — coming
out of this COVID — this once-in-a-generation pandemic, these attacks have been
counterproductive. They have not been helpful. This is someone, again, who has spent his almost
entire career fighting for the well-being, the health of the American people and so, I just want to
call out the political attacks. I think, again, it’s not been helpful. Dr. Fauci himself has said he
agrees with the President that we needed to get to the bottom of this, to get to the bottom of
where COVID originated. And that’s what the President did from almost the — certainly the first
few months of his administration and we have been grateful — again, we have been grateful to
Dr. Fauci’s wisdom. We’ve been grateful to Dr. Fauci’s advice during the COVID response and
we have been very, very clear here: We need Chi- — we need — we need to know more. We
need to get to the bottom of how — how — how COVID-19 originated and so, that is why —
again, that is why the President directed his — his IC and — his intelligence co- — co- —
committee — community to get to the bottom of this and so, I’ll leave it there.

HEINRICH: But more broadly than Dr. Fauci though, I guess what I’m getting at is: There was,
not so long ago, a point where anyone asking the question of whether a lab leak was a credible
theory which should be looked into — you know, a lot of those people were derided as “fringe,”
you know, “conspiracy theorists.” So are there lessons learned, you know, looking back, about
how we discuss theories when we don’t have all the answers?

JEAN-PIERRE: So, what — here’s what I can tell you is — the President’s commitment to
getting to the bottom of this. Right? That is what is the most important so that we can — you
know, we can share this with Congress. We can share this with the American people. That is why
he asked the IC to do its work and right now, there is no consensus. There is no consensus. You
heard this from Jake Sullivan yesterday. You heard this from my colleague just moments ago and
we’re going to do everything that we can. The President is asking his team to do everything that
they can to figure out where it originated because of what could potentially happen next, because
of the potential of having another pandemic and I think that’s what’s most important. That’s what
the American people should have confidence in, is that you have a President that wants to get to
the bottom of this.

(....)

3:30:49 p.m.
46 seconds

KELLY O’DONNELL: On the lab: With the Department of Energy having expertise on an
oversight of laboratories, does that in and of itself suggests there is something particularly new in
this intelligence that should give people a sense of greater credi — credibility or insight because
of the kind of expertise DOE has in this area?



JEAN-PIERRE: Yeah, the National Labs. No, I understand the question because of the National
Labs, which is why they were asked to look into it. I don’t want to — I’m not at liberty to
confirm the reporting, so I’m not going to do that from here. What I can tell you is, again, there’s
been no consensus on this, on when — where COVID originated. So, I’ll just leave it there and
not try to — not try to get ahead of the current process at this time.


